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We have built new general purpose cards for data acquisition taking advantage of recent developments in electronics.
At the end of the year, most scheduled instruments at the ILL will be running under UNIX with a VME electronics
front-end. As the VME electronics of the ILL was designed at the beginning of the eighties, the instrument control
section (SCI) at ILL has prepared a renewal plan for two reasons:
• first, all the processor cards of the Institute are based on MIZAR processor boards and MIZAR stopped the pro-

duction of this card last year, as the market was shrinking,
• in addition, processors and programmable electronics are now 10 times faster. The electronics services want to

take full advantage of these new performances.

It was also timely to rationalise our electronics development.

MIZAR processors are general purpose cards. They are

connected to different daughter boards for three different func-

tions, namely data acquisition, chopper control and axis

control. The communication bus between these two subsets

was a MIZAR private standard that is now no longer supported.

For the new device, we have chosen the PCI bus as connection

standard between the processor and the ILL specific add-on

board. This bus is widely used in personal computers.

Furthermore, the logic implemented for these different devices

is now fitting in what is called a FPGA (Field Array

Programmable Logic). These devices may be understood as

large ancient PAL (Programmable Array Logic), with two main

improvements. Firstly, the old PAL were fitting at most 10

thousand logical arrays while the FPGA may have 250 thou-

sand. Secondly, once the PAL were programmed, they were

frozen. For any new implementation or modification, the chip

was thrown away. FPGA chips are indefinitely reprogram-

mable. This lowers drastically the cost of development. The

logic is conceived, checked and simulated on a personal com-

puter. An electronic modification becomes just software. Once

the right setup is conceived, the chip is programmed in a few

seconds via a simple serial-like connection.

Therefore, the idea of the ILL electronicians was to build a

general purpose daughter card, accessible through PCI and

fitted with a large FPGA devices that would house the ILL

specific logic. As to the data-acquisition electronics, the

FPGA performs the encoding of individual or bidimensional

detectors, with a time-of-flight logic. Recently a new type of

kinetic data-acquisition has been requested for the SANS

instrument D22. Briefly, the time slices of the data acquisi-

tion had to be programmed by the scientist from 100 ns to

three minutes in order to adapt the exposure time to the kine-

tic of this reaction. The use of FPGA devices requires only

two weeks of preparation {and simulation) while a full elec-

tronics development would have required six months.

Finally, the new daughter board is not built by the ILL, since

the use of the PCI bus requires a deep expertise. In addition,

it needs a know-how in routing and testing electronics built

with highly integrated packages with pins 0.65 mm wide.

After consulting several companies our choice went to

Creative Electronics Systems in Geneva, a specialist of VME

instrumentation for high-energy physics and avionics. They

proposed a full package, building this new PCI daughter

board and its software integration in their PowerPC proces-

sors. This allows us to concentrate our technicians' activities

on the integration of instrumentation systems.

A prototype has been successfully tested on DB21 during a

reactor cycle using the data-acquisition functions. The time-

of-flight mode allowed us to precisely check the alignment

of the instrument filters. The card will be installed on Dl 1,

D22, D17, D 1 6 . D I 7 & D I 9 during the next shut-downs

(acquisition functions). A first prototype for motor control

should be ready next April. The chopper's function is expec-

ted to be ready in summer '99.
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Figure I: PMC data-acquisition board.


